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Dacian Gold’s (DCN) current drilling program at Westralia achieved early success with
two high grade lodes intersected from a single drill hole (see below). This ambitious
extensional program tests an area of ~1000m x 500m, similar to the footprint of the
850koz Westralia Resource. Given conducive geology and success to date, the campaign
has the potential to deliver significant Resource upside (likely in the Inferred Category) in
the order of ~300-500koz, which could translate to a Resource upgrade in H2 CY15. Mt
Morgans is progressing towards development with the inventory recently expanded to
2.1Moz @ 2.6g/t. Both Westralia and Jupiter offer significant exploration upside. With
further drilling, Argonaut envisages the Resource position to expand towards 3.0Moz
and a Reserve position of ~1.0-1.5Moz. The project has the potential to become a
>150koz producer, developed as a standalone or toll-treating operation. A comparison
with the Frog’s Leg mine, which Evolution Mining (EVN) is acquiring, demonstrates Mt
Morgans’ potential to attract corporate attention with further advancements. DCN is
one of Argonaut’s preferred gold development stocks given exposure to AUD
denominated costs, exploration upside and proven management.
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Early success: First diamond hole from DCN’s 6,600m, 14-hole extensional program at
Westralia delivered two solid intersections (downhole):
 5.3m @ 12.2g/t Au from 265m
 4.1m @ 9.9g/t Au from 282m
The intersections are from a banded iron formation (BIF) complex, within hosts the
existing 850koz Westralia Resource.
Significant upside: The ambitious 14-hole program, currently underway, tests a ~1000m
x 500m area, similar in size to the footprint of the existing Westralia Resource (850koz @
5.8g/t). A successful program could deliver ~300-500koz (likely in the Inferred Category).
Importantly, the results from two holes were from a previously poorly tested footwall
BIF unit (only three holes drilled into this unit). These high grade, parallel lodes will likely
contribute to the deposit’s vertical endowment (ounces per vertical metre).
Open pit and underground operation: The Company’s Scoping Study will incorporate
open pit and underground operations at Mt Morgans, feeding a single processing facility.
This operation would share several similarities (see page 3) with La Mancha’s Frog’s Leg
mine, which Evolution (EVN) is acquiring. Being located proximal to the mining town of
Laverton, Mt Morgans benefits from substantial infrastructure (see page 4).

Recommendation
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Expanding Westralia
Early success
First diamond hole from DCN’s 14hole program at Westralia…

First diamond hole from DCN’s 6,600m, 14-hole extensional program at Westralia
delivered two solid intersections (downhole):
 5.3m @ 12.2g/t Au from 265m
 4.1m @ 9.9g/t Au from 282m
Figure 1: Westralia long section

…delivered two solid
intersections…

…highlighting tangible exploration
upside

Source: DCN

Significant upside
Given conducive geology, footprint
tested…

…and previous positive results…

…this program has the potential to
deliver ~300-500koz

The 14-hole program, currently underway, tests a ~1000m x 500m area, similar in size to
the footprint of the existing Westralia Resource (850koz @ 5.8g/t).
A successful program has the potential to deliver ~300-500koz (likely in the Inferred
Category), which could translate to a Resource upgrade in H2 CY15. This upside is
supported by the results from previous drilling campaigns, which include (outside the
existing Resource):
 2.0m @ 18.0g/t from 363m
 4.2m @ 6.8g/t from 619m
Importantly, the results from two holes were from a previously poorly tested footwall
BIF unit (only three holes drilled into this unit). In addition to the Resource potential, the
identification of these high grade parallel lodes will likely contribute to the deposit’s
vertical endowment (ounces per vertical metre).
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Moving towards development
Potential >150koz producer
DCN’s 100% owned Mt Morgans
Project…

With a Recent Resource upgrade (to 2.1Moz @ 2.6g/t), the Mt Morgans project is
progressing towards development. Given conducive geology at Westralia and Jupiter,
and with further drilling, Argonaut envisages the Resource position to expand towards
3.0Moz and a Reserve position of ~1.0-1.5Moz following in-fill drilling.
This inventory can support potential open pit / underground operations at Mt Morgans,
which share several similarities with La Mancha’s Frog’s Leg operation. These include
scale, grade and blend of open pit / underground feed.

…is moving steadily towards study
stages / development

Potentially a ~150koz pa
producer…

The Frog’s Leg mine utilises a recently constructed 1.5Mtpa conventional CIL plant and
source its feed from the White Foil open pit (~1.0-1.1Mtpa) and Frog’s Leg underground
mine (~400-500ktpa). The project is expected to produce ~150koz in CY15.
Similarly at Mt Morgan, ore is expected to be sourced from Jupiter (open pits) and
Westralia (underground). Given similar grade profiles (see above) and assuming a similar
open pit / underground blend, Mt Morgan is capable of producing >150koz by utilising a
~2Mtpa plant.
Table 1: Resource comparison between Mt Morgans and Frog’s Leg
Westralia v Frog's Leg (Resources)

…sourcing feed from both open
pits and underground…

Mt

grade (g/t)

koz

Westralia

4.6

5.8

853

Frog's Leg

3.8

6.4

770

Jupiter v White Foil (Resources)
Mt

grade (g/t)

koz

Jupiter

14.5

1.5

698

White Foil

36.0

1.6

1,867

Strip ratio

6:1

Source: Argonaut, Company report

…similar to Frog’s Leg mine which
EVN is acquiring

Argonaut anticipates significant future increases in Resources at Jupiter with ongoing
drilling, potentially from other mineralised syenite bodies (e.g. Ganymede, drilling
planned late CY15 / early CY16).

Potential corporate appeal
M&A activities in the gold space suggest healthy appetite for quality Australian assets.
Recent transactions include EVN’s bid for Frog’s Leg for ~A$414m (valuation at deal
announcement date), NST’s announced joint venture agreement with Tanami (TAM)
Gold, and Zijin Mining’s (2899:HK) bid for Phoenix Gold (PXG).
With further drilling, the asset
could become a takeover target

Development assets that can produce >150koz Au pa have become increasingly rare and
sought-after by mid-tier producers. This followed recent takeovers of development
companies including Papillion (PIR), PMI Gold (PVM), Orbis (OBS), and Bullabulling (BAB).
Scalable assets in low sovereign risk locations are even rarer.
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Infrastructure advantage
Stand-alone and toll-milling optionality
Mt Morgans benefit from wellestablished infrastructure…

The project, being located proximal to the mining town of Laverton, benefits from
substantial infrastructure including roads, water and mining services companies.
These should assist with reducing capex requirements associated with project
infrastructure establishment when the asset is under production.

…including roads, water and
mining services companies…

In addition, the nearby Granny Smith processing facility (see Figure 2 below), could
provide a low-capex toll-treatment option. The mill is processing high grade material
from the Wallaby Mine, and was running at ~41% (in CY14) of its nameplate capacity of
3.6Mtpa.
Figure 2: Jupiter project location, in relation to the Granny Smith mill

…which would reduce capex
requirement

To Westralia,
~10km

Jupiter

The nearby Granny Smith
processing facility…

…could provide a toll-treatment
option

Comments here

Source: Goldfield, modified by Argonaut
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